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Focus on the business when planning financial statement 
enhancement

Target audience Trends abroad 3 year planEnhanced reporting Financial statement

Objectives:

► Break down the barrier 

between the front and 

back end of the annual 

report

► To create a clear linkage 

between key issues 

discussed in the 

management 

commentary and the 

financial statements

► To make the financial 

statements more 

accessible and tailored 

to the business

Governance

Future outlook

Financial 

statement

Data 
mining

Operating context

Key developments in the operating 

environment, e.g. impact of Brexit

on financial statement disclosures 

(where material)

Business model

Unique aspects of the business 

model to be highlighted in the FS, 

e.g. capital intensive companies 

focus on explaining key 

developments   in PPE notes

Performance

Linkage between KPIs and 

strategic objectives to financial 

statement disclosures

Strategy

Clarity in 

strategic objectives

Risk and opportunities

Focus on risk management 

disclosures (Ensure the IFRS 7 

disclosures become more 

operationally focused)
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Clarify you target audience

Identifying whom you are addressing and  matching it 
throughout the report

Target reader adjustments

Report focus according to target

► Language adjustments

► Complexity adjustments (i.e. the degree to which technical 

accounting concepts are explained)

► Investors

► Regulators

► Analysts

► Customers

► Employees

Enhanced reporting Trends abroad 3 year planTarget audience Financial statement
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EY’s approach to enhancing the financial statement

Enhanced reporting Target audience Trends abroad 3 year planFinancial statement

1. Make important information more visible

► Aggregate line items on primary statements

► Remove immaterial disclosures

2. Write accounting policies in plain language (consider placement 

against related note)

3. Group notes into themes

► No introduction to the themes

4. Create introductions to the themes

► Enhance linkage to key messages in the management commentary 

► Barriers: Must know the story and the highlights of the year

5. Link introductions to the strategy and the business model

6. Add diagrams, figures etc.

7. Break up risk management disclosures into 

the themes

ENHANCED FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTPreliminary steps

► Define the target reader

► Use language aligned to the target reader

► Preform a qualitative and quantitative materiality 

assessment
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Steps: Grouping of the notes

► Key focus is making the notes more user friendly

► Enhances tailoring to the company’s business model

► Focuses on the most material

► Risk management/financial instruments notes

► What does the company seek out to achieve via its risk management practices?

► Separate discussion of operating from financing exposures and risk management practices

► Break it up and place it against the relevant notes to which it relates 

Group notes into themes

Basis for 

preparation1

Earnings2

Working capital3

Strategic 

investment4

Funding and 

capital 

structure
5

Other 

disclosures6

Example: ISS 2015 Annual report

Enhanced reporting Target audience Trends abroad 3 year planFinancial statement
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Steps: Integration of financial review

Enhanced reporting Target audience Trends abroad 3 year plan

►Majority of corporations use a separate 

financial review and financial statements

►Having an integrated financial statement 

provides an opportunity to link the financial 

statements directly to the KPIs and business 

model

►One model does not fit all

EY’s observations

Financial statement

Lab insight report: Towards Clear & Concise Reporting
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Steps: Integration of financial review

Example: Electrolux 2015 balance sheet (p. 84 and 85)

Enhanced reporting Target audience Trends abroad 3 year planFinancial statement

Example: Carlsberg 2015 balance sheet (p. 60 and 19)
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Alternative performance measures are defined as performance 
measures other than ‘profit/loss for the year’ and ‘profit/loss 
before tax for the year’

Steps: Alternative performance measures

How do APM’s create value? 

► Provide a useful link between financial results and non-financial performance

► Work to lessen the likelihood of share price volatility

► Creates an ability to articulate the long-term story of a corporations performance

► Work to remove volatility associated with economic events

► Provide useful additional information to investors

Examples

► EBIT/EBITDA

► Free cash flow

► Return on Equity 

► Return on Invested Capital

► Debt ratio

Enhanced reporting Target audience Trends abroad 3 year plan

EY’s recommendation

► APMs may with advantage be used to supplement the 
description of business results of operations and 
performance

► APMs should be described and explained to optimise the 
value for users

Financial statement

► New guidelines are effective on 
or after 3 July 2016

REMINDER OF THE NEW 

ESMA APM GUIDELINES
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Trends abroad: The financial reporting lab

Enhanced reporting Target audience 3 year planTrends abroadFinancial statement

► The Financial Reporting Lab has been set up by the UK’s Financial Reporting Council (FRC)

► Its aim is to improve the effectiveness of corporate reporting in the UK

Preparers Investors

Financial reporting GovernanceThematic

www.frc.org.uk

http://www.frc.org.uk/
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Trends abroad: Lab case study on William Hills disclosure of 
accounting policies

Enhanced reporting Target audience 3 year planTrends abroadFinancial statement

A full list of accounting policies has been made available either 

as an appendix or on the company’s website

Only 4 significant accounting policies 

disclosed in the financial statements:

1. Revenue recognition

2. Intangible assets – licences

3. Going concern

4. Exceptional items

► Materiality of the item(s); 

► The Company’s internal assessment of 

financial reporting risk areas as reported 

to the Audit Committee;

► The amount of internal discussion 

required to value, classify or assess each 

item covered by the accounting policy;

► The extent of discussion with external 

auditors; and

► The extent of questions received from 

shareholders in relation to the policy and 

item(s) to which each policy relates

Case: Feedback from investors:
Factors considered by William Hill 

in relation to each policy:
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3 year plan

Phase 2 Continuous reappraisal

► Business model clarity

► Create linkage between strategy, 

performance (KPIs), risk and 

remuneration

► Keep updating the management 

commentary

Phase 1

► 5 minute reader

► Describe the business model

► Define the strategy

► Risk assessment

► Materiality assessment

► Focus on accounting policies

► Restructure the notes

= Management commentary

= Financial statement

Restructuring

Linkage

► Linkage to front end

Linkage
Create a plan/ strategy of where you 

want your annual report to be (both the 

financial statement and the 

management commentary)

Prepare gap analysis

Identify barriers to filling the gaps

Create a plan to address the gaps, 

redefine ambition

2016 2017 2018

1

3

2

5

4

6

8

7

9

10

Quick fixes Hurdles

► Strengthen the introduction to the 

notes through linkage to strategic 

KPIs

1

2

3

4

Steps to complete before an 

enhancement project:
3 year plan:

Enhanced reporting Target audience Trends abroad 3 year planFinancial statement
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